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A president's passing brings smiles, tears to all
Dana Kudelka
Sarah Burgen
WINONAN
More than 200 students, faculty and
friends packed into the Art Tye Lounge
in Kryzsko Commons at Winona State
University on Friday to pay tribute to
student senate president Jared Stene.
Stene, 22, passed away Thursday
evening, Nov. 29, 2007, at the University
of Minnesota Medical Center due to
complications from liver failure.
The fight for his life began on Nov. 20
when Stene began feeling ill and was taken
to an urgent care center that night. He was
tested and released.
After returning to Winona from
Thanksgiving Break, Stene's health
progressively worsened.

Last Tuesday evening, his
mother, Char, drove to Winona
from their home in Woodbury,
Minn., to take Jared to receive
further medical attention.
She realized his condition
was more serious than she had
imagined. She took him to
Winona Health where doctors
treated him for dehydration.
Char drove Stene to United
Hospital in St. Paul, where he
was put into an intensive care
unit. Doctors there said he
would need a liver transplant.
On Wednesday morning,
he was transported to the
University of Minnesota
Medical Center.

See STENE, Page 4

Thanksgiving car crash kills WSU sophomore
Dana Kudelka
Elena Grimm
WINONAN
Lee Wells, Winona State University
sophomore
was killed
Thanksgiving
Day, Nov. 22,
2007, after
sustaining
injuries from a
vehicle crash.
Wells, 20, from
Sparta,
Wis.,
was
studying
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accounting, according to his online the Monroe County Sheriff's Department
Facebook profile page.
on Wells' injuries or the condition of the
The crash happened five miles south other individual.
of Sparta in the town of Leon, Wis. The
The report also did not indicate where
vehicle Wells rode in had signaled a left- the turning vehicle was headed.
hand turn onto a private driveway and
According to Vice President of Student
was rear-ended by a vehicle driven by Life and Development Connie Gores,
a 90-year-old Sparta man, the La Crosse Wells' parents notified the university about
Tribune reported.
his death on Monday, Nov. 26, hours before
Wells died later that night at Gundersen his visitation.
Lutheran Center in La Crosse.
University officials asked Wells'
None of the individuals in the vehicle professors to notify their classes
were wearing seatbelts. One other individual of their fellow classmate's death.
was transported to the hospital, but no
medical information was available from
See WELLS, Page 3
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Laptop fees reviewed for fall semester 2008
Tech Support looks to keep laptops prices from rising

Shanthal Perera
WINONAN
Technical Support Center
Manager Dean Feller confirmed
there have been discussions
on reducing the laptop fees
although there hasn't been any
resolution concerning it.
they
are
said
Feller
committed to ensure the $500
laptop fee doesn't increases,
staying in tune with the short
history of Winona State's laptop
program.
A reduction on the other
hand, would need to be a
more prudent decision and
the committee doesn't want to
compromise on the essentials
for the sake of costs, said
Feller.
He termed the current
program as a "total package,"
providing students software,
training and technical support.
According to an RFP
document, 75 percent of the

Eighty-eight percent said
$500 accounts to hardware
costs, which includes the lease they frequently use laptops for
cost, three-year replacement class-related purposes and over
battery, damage protection 94 percent confessed they use
and two-year rotation. The their laptops for a variety of
remaining cost goes to staffing, purposes.
A committee is working hard
software
costs,
program
at the semester-end to select a
applications and insurance.
"It is a self-sustaining vendor for the next academic
year, when the current contract
program," said Feller.
Winona State began its with Gateway will expire.
A vendor showcase will be
laptop program in 2000 and
today there are more than 8,000 hosted in the student union at
Gateway and Macintosh models Kryzsko Commons on Dec.
4. The committee hopes to
on campus.
Last year, the student get student feedback on the
assessment day survey showed different vendors and models
that 83 percent agreed that the on display.
Vendors will include Apple,
laptop is important towards
Gateway,
Toshiba, Panasonic,
their academic success.
Over 80 percent were Dell, Hewlett-Packard and
satisfied with support and Lenovo.
There are a lot of vendors
maintenance services provided
possibilities,
tablet
and claimed to have benefited with
from the program. Seventy- according to Feller, who added
five percent thought the laptops that none can be ruled out.
Apple's new spring model
were of good quality.

might
not
be
12% - staffing
available for display
7% - program costs
at the showcase,
5% - software
Feller said.
applications
The laptop RFP
1% - insurance
hopes to narrow
down one or two
vendors in midJanuary. After
choosing a vendor,
the proposal has
to be sent to a
State
Minnesota
and
Colleges
Universities board
for approval, which
75% - hardware costs
is expected to come
in March.
If all goes to
plan, Winona State
can expect the first
shipment of the new
Graphic by Spencer King/WINONAN
laptops in June.
Shanthal
can A breakdown of where the $500-persemester laptop fee is disbursed. Eighty
t
reached
be
of students are satisfied with
SJPerera6454@ support and maintenance services prowinona.edu.
vided by the university.
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Senators torn over tuition stance
Stephanie Trask
WINONAN
Melodie Bard currently has
$31,000 in student loans. She
estimates that by the time she
graduates in the spring of 2009,
she'll be around $40,000 in
debt.
"All I know is that I'm
not looking forward to being
$40,000 dollars in debt with
a liberal arts degree and no
promise of a job with a good
salary," Bard, a communication
studies junior, said.
Many other students at
Winona State University are
facing the same dilemma.
With a steady rise in tuition
costs in the past five years — the
highest peaking at 15 percent
— student debts are growing

2 News

deeper and deeper.
Student senate has already
entered the time of year when
heated debates over tuition are
a common occurrence.
Last month, the Student
Fee Management Committee's
recommendation to increase
next year's tuition 4 percent
was rejected.
In a vote split 12-9, the
motion was amended to support
a zero percent increase instead.
Student senate still has to vote
on the amended motion, which
they may put off until next
semester.
senator
Sophomore
Ian Galchutt proposed the
amendment and said that he is
committed to keeping tuition
down.
"I have a job to keep up with

what my constituents want,"
Galchutt said. "They want
lowered tuition, so that's what
I'm going to fight for."
Last year a recommendation
to cap tuition rises at 4 percent
for the 2008 year was passed.
However, Galchutt believes
that senate could have done
more to keep it lower.
"There weren't proper
negotiations between
administration and senate last
year," he said. "We have that
opportunity this year with
Jared's willingness to fight on
any stance."
Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities already have a
plan, nevertheless, on how they
expect tuition costs to run.
They expect that there will
be a 3 percent increase for

state universities for 2009,
and a 2 percent increase for
state technical and community
colleges.
According to Galchutt, it
ultimately comes down to
inflation.
"We have to keep up with
inflation; if it keeps going
up, we have to deal with it
nationwide," he said.
On the other hand, there
are senators who are avidly
fighting against the zero percent
increase.
Senior senator AJ Schuler is
against the zero percent increase
because he finds it unrealistic.
Junior senator Josh Martin
agrees, saying that there could
be the possibility of large cuts to
academic and student services.
Senior senator David Obray

is also against the zero percent
tuition increase, calling the
motion "fiscally irresponsible."
Even President Judith
Ramaley will be pushing for a
4 percent increase because she
`cannot run a public university
on zero percent,' according to
Galchutt.
Should the senate vote
against the zero percent tuition
increase, Galchutt said he
wouldn't be too upset.
"At least this year we were
consulted better," he said. "If
that's the way it goes, so be it."

Stephanie can be reached at
SMTrask8045@winona.edu.

WELLS

Continued from Page 1
Gores said that the
university tried to locate
friends of Wells, but had
trouble doing this because
he lived off campus.
Not until late this past
Monday night was an alluniversity e-mail sent out
informing students of Wells'
passing.
"We
failed
to
communicate this
information to the entire
WSU community," the
e-mail said. "We apologize
to those who are just
learning of this sad event
now."
The death of Wells
preceded the death of
student senate president
Jared Stene just one week
later.
During a phone interview,
Gores said, "Jared, being
the student body president,
was different."
Wells graduated from
Sparta High School in 2006
and played varsity football
and basketball.
Reach
Dana
at
DJKudelk7481 @winona.
edu.
Reach
Elena
at
ERGrimm2702@winona.
edu.

Professor given
research grant
to Barbados
Sponsored

Coo erative Campus

sr

College of Liberal Arts
professor Daniel Ray
Eastman has been awarded a Fulbright Scholar
grant to conduct research
at the Barbados Community College in St. Michael, Barbados, during
the 2007-08 school year.
Eastman is lecturing
on "Reimagining Sculpture in Barbados" and focus on teaching practical
and theoretical aspects of
sculpture.
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STENE

Continued from Page 1

Reed said that he would miss
There, doctors hoped to hour trip to visit him while through a Web site called "Rate said Ellen Severson, a mass
communication professor who Stene as a person.
Your Landlord."
do a liver biopsy. However, being cared for at the hospital.
"He used to come (into my
He also argued for the fair taught Stene in a News Writing
Burke said, "He dedicated
the procedure could not
office)
all the time," Reed said.
be completed due to every day of his life to serving treatment of student employees class a year and a half ago.
As a senior in high school, "I was an advisor, but I wasn't
the students. The entire campus after the sudden firing of four
complications.
parental. I learned
Doctors did
stuff from him,
not believe that
too."
he would make it
O'Shea counted
through the night.
on Stene for
Stene proved the
advice.
doctors wrong. He
"Any time I was
was on the top of
in trouble Jared
the list to receive a
would always be
liver transplant.
there with advice
Early evening
for me," said
on Thursday, Stene
O'Shea.
took a turn for the
Vice President
worse and doctors
of Student Life
informed Stene's
and Development
family that his
Connie Gores
heart was failing.
considered Stene
At 8:45 p.m.,
a friend and
Stene took his last
colleague.
breath with his
"He
gave
parents and sister
everyone attention
by his side.
and he treated
The cause of his
with
everyone
liver failure has yet
respect,"
said
to be determined.
Gores.
Stene was
Out of the 19
known by many
senate presidents
for his heavy
that Reed has
involvement
worked with, he
on campus and
said that Stene
dedication to
students.
Andrew Lin k/WINONAN was one of his
favorites.
Reed, Students write messages to Jared Stene on a memorial banner put up outside of the student senate office Friday
Joe
His
family,
Union
Student
in Kryszko Commons.
including
his
and
director
was
vice-president sister, Caitlin, a Winona State
residence hall staff and fought Stene
advisor to student senate, is better because of him."
Stene started his student at the state capital to keep of DECA, a marketing sophomore, has maintained
described Stene as a true
organization.
communication with the student
senate
career freshman year tuition low.
leader.
"I think a lot of students body. In a written statement
He was elected as senate
"He wasn't self-serving," as an associate senator for the
said Reed. "It wasn't about student services committee. president last spring and began appreciated his humor but from the Stene family, they
respected him for getting things encourage students to "not
Roommate and fellow senate his term this July.
Jared."
done," said Craig Spreiter, his dwell on the fact that he is gone,
"I
was
looking
forward
to
According to roommate and member Rotney O'Shea saw
but rejoice in the memories that
the year of him as president," DECA advisor.
fellow senate member Terri his potential then.
Stene's involvement in a we have."
"His freshman year you Reed said. "He was a man on a
Burke, his mantra was, "My
Stene had many quirks and
could tell he would make a mission. He loved being student variety of campus activities
job is to serve the students."
made
him
a
unifier
and
leader.
"Jaredisms"
that those close to
senate
president."
"Jared was the one person difference," said O'Shea. "He
"He kept things together," him will miss.
In addition to senate, Stene
who could make (a situation wanted to make Winona State
"One of my favorite
like this) okay, but he's the one better. Everyone knew he would was in the Minnesota State said O'Shea. "He was the guy
people
counted
on
for
making
Jaredisms
is how he would
University
Student
Association,
be
president."
person who isn't here," she
As student services chair, a former vice president of life better for students at always pull back his hair and
said.
fluff it up," said Caitlin Stene.
She described Stene as a he led the Get Out The Vote College Democrats and Winona State."
Stene was a person friends
initiative at Winona State president of his self-created
"magnetic force."
and family could count on
This force brought several and pushed for students to be Price is Right Club.
"Jared was larger than life," outside of school as well.
See STENE, Page 5
dozen students to make a two- treated fairly by their landlords
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Make sure to check your e-mail
to see if you are one of our winners of a

Li
If you receive an e-mail from the Winonan staff
informing you that you are indeed a winner,
please go to the Student Union desk with your
student 1.D. card-

STENE
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A quality that set him apart,
Reed said, was his sense of
humor.
"I remember one Halloween,
Jared showed up to the senate
meeting with a bow on and a
label that said 'God's Gift To
Women,"' he said.
Burke and others referred
to Stene's predisposition to
getting into accidents.
"He was always breaking
things in really awkward ways,"
said Burke.
Father Bruce Stene recalled
a time when his son turned jazz
band into a contact sport.
"Jared stood up to do his
solo and while sitting back
down, he lost his balance and
proceeded to take out the whole
back row of trumpets, causing
a ripple effect, and stopped the
performance dead in its tracks,"
he said.
Those who knew him
admired Stene's character.
"I smile when I think of
the delight he took in being

Continued from Page 4

himself," said Gores. "He
was so authentic and loved
being Jared."
From his dedication to
students to his signature
coffee drink, "The Jared"
at Mugby Junction, Stene's
impact in this world will
never be forgotten.
"We all have our mission in
life; we all have our purpose,
but some of us take longer to
accomplish it than others,"
Burke said. "Jared was so
amazing he managed to get it
done in half the time."
The funeral was held
yesterday at Holy Cross
Lutheran Church in Oakdale.
A tribute organized by the
Stene family will be held on
campus this Saturday at 1:30
p.m. in Science Lab Center
120.
Dana can be reached at
DJKudelk7481@winona.edu.
Sarah can be reached at
SCBurgen5575@winona.
edu.
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Demonstrators pray for peace,
hope for change in the Middle East
Greg Eichten
WINONAN

hope that this event will bring from Cambodia, the news was
us back to the reality of the cost reporting that the United States
of war," he said.
had no soldiers in Cambodia.
Snow fell and candles burned
The vigil started off with a I see the same kind of thing
on Sunday as a group of nearly short prayer service around a going on today."
25 people gathered for a peace campfire, where participants
Mike Leutgeb, the owner
vigil opposing the war in Iraq. were given the opportunity of two hospitality homes that
The vigil started at 5 p.m. and to voice their thoughts and temporarily house homeless
took place in Windom Park, emotions to the group. The men, had a very specific
next to the Princess Winona reading that was used was in concern about the war.
statue.
the service was from Isaiah,
"There is a link between
For 24 hours, people manned where God commands his veterans and poverty and
their posts in shifts while people to turn their swords into homelessness," said Leutgeb,
reflecting and praying for peace plowshares. The vigil ended on "There will probably be a
in the world.
Monday Dec. 3 with another problem with homelessness
Sponsoring the event were short prayer service at 4:30.
and some of the veterans
organizations such as the
After the beginning prayer from Iraq. There are already
Catholic Newman Center, the service, participants were free reports of some of the veterans
Lutheran Campus Center, the to talk to one another about committing suicide. We need to
Winona Society of Friends, and their mission of peace and their make sure that we continue to
the Winona Area Peacemakers. views of the Iraq War. support our veterans after they
Jim Lenarz, an organizer from
Laure Holupchinski, one come home from war."
the Winona Area Peacemakers, of the participants in the vigil,
Throughout
the
vigil
clarified the purpose of the said, "The war in Iraq is not a message of hope was
vigil.
a just war. I don't think many predominant in the participants.
"I wouldn't call this a things were tried beforehand as One woman said,"We want to
bring hope to the rest of the
protest," said Lenarz. "This is alternatives to war."
about the power of prayer and
Barbi Bell, whose husband world. We know it doesn't have
meditation. We also hope to served in Vietnam, is tired of to be this way and we hope for
change some people's attitudes the attitude that the government a better world."
about the war."
and the media have about war.
John Carrier, pastor of
"It's stupid," Bell said.
Greg can be reached at
Lutheran Campus Center, also "Back in the sixties when my GJEichte1670@winona.edu .
voiced a similar mission. "We husband was sending me letters

Wednesday, Nov. 28
3:05 p.m. - Security and the
Winona Fire Department
responded to Prentiss-Lucas.
Some burnt food was found
in a microwave on the fourth
floor.

8:03 tn. — Security and
Wincsila Fire responded to
Prentiss-Lucas concerning
a fire alarm. Grea~e s as
smoking in th e kitch en.
Thursday, Nov. 29

10:25 p.m. — Security was
notified of a trouble alarm
In Sheehan. The matter was
referred to maintenance.

Friday, Nov. 23
9:46 p.m. — Security diseovrO(LOnl.e:.damage...to,a basketbll hoop in the Pr-ntissLucas turnaround, It was
:

3:42 p,m, — A student reported that her vehicle was
struck by an unknown vehicle, wh l eked 0.11 How-'ohnson
gm;k:
blice were

also troth.

recto of securit

ent in
Monday, Nov. 26
11:45 p.m. Security
responded to the library concerning a violation of university policy. The subject was
warned.

Student re6:5:
ported that his laptop was
taken fi-om his unlocked
room between 6:15 p.m. and
6:30 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 2

Tuesday, Nov. 27
9:18 a.m. — A student reported the theft of her bike from
the north side of Sheehan.
She reported that she last
saw the bike sometime prior
to Thanksgiving Break.

Fred Schulze/WINONAN
Protestors huddle around a campfire during a peace vigil Sunday evening at Windom Park
in Winona. The 24-hour vigil was to encourage and pray for peace in the world.

6 News

4:15 p.m. — A student reported a possible exposure in
Memorial Hall. According to
the complainant the incident
took place at approximately
6:30 a.m. on Nov. 20.

10:30 p.m. — Several students were cited for an
alcohol violation in Lourdes
Hall. The matter \\ as refel-red to the hall director.
10:45 p.m. -- A student reported that she WaS sexually
assaulted by an individual
known to her at
o tl
campus location several WI) s

WSU clubs rock out to raise
funds for Rushford Semcac

Katherine Chickey/WINONAN
Winona State student Robin Johnson
drops off some presents for National
Society of Collegiate Scholars' "Flood of
Love" toy drive.

Students give toys to
Rushford children
Sarah Burgen
WINONAN
Giving toys around the
holiday season is a common
charity effort, but this time the
charity is a little bit closer to
home.
The Flood of Love toy drive,
organized by the National
Society of Collegiate SCholars
at Winona State University, has
collected toy packages for 56
families with 130 children in
Rushford.
The reason for the giving is
the devastating floods Winona
County was hit by this past
August. In Rushford alone, 115
families lost everything.
Approximately 100 students
have donated toys to the charity.
The packages were collected at
the Nov. 19 meeting and will be
distributed in Rushford today.
Other groups on campus
were. getting involved in the
effort, according to NSCS vice

president Heather Young. East
Lake Apartment residents were
putting together stockings.
The word about the toy drive
got out through mass e-mails
to student members of the
organization.
Young first heard about
Flood of Love through her
volunteer work in Rushford
with children.
"(It is) something we can
do as a college community,"
Young said.
Flood of Love isn't just a toy
delivery program. Started by the
Root River Community Church
after the disaster, it helps meet
the needs of 113 families that
are registered.
Individuals or groups can
sponsor a family and purchasing
gift cards, household supplies,
food and clothes.

Sarah can be reached at
SCBurgen5575@winona.edu .

The Winona
StateUniversi
student groups
Fighting for
Our Rights and
Gender Equality (FORGE)
and Nursing
Students for
Choice (NSFC)
donated $2,000
to Rushford
Semcac.
The money
was raised
through two
benefit concerts held at
Submitted Photo
local Winona Student leaders (from left to right) Courtney Ault, FORGE facilitator; Erika
bars. "Rock 4 Staub, NSFC board member; and Becky Ek, NSFC board member present a
Choice" was check to executive board members of Semcac.
organized by
Semcac was seriously dam- Against Violence, this spring
FORGE and
held Oct. 19 at Steiny's Bar. "A aged during the August floods, to raise money for the Winona
Sound Choice" was organized including the senior dining cen- Women's Resource Center.
For more information, call
by NSFC and held Nov. 17 at ter, food shelf, and a low-income housing unit. The money April Herndon at (507) 457Ed's No-name Bar.
Semcac is a community- will help the organization re- 5443 or e-mail AHerndon@
based organization that serves cover from the floods and con- winona.edu .
several southeastern Minnesota tinue serving the community.
FORGE and NSFC plan to
counties and provides services
sponsor
a joint benefit conranging from energy assistance
cert, the second annual Rock
to family planning.

ooking for a gym.

27.95
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Darkness can only last so Ion
Samuel Keane-Rudolph
Op/Ed Columnist
Does anyone else find winter
depressing? I was greeted in
class last Thursday and Friday
by a chorus of people cheered
at the prospect of a weather
forecast calling for a 100
percent chance of precipitation.
Away messages saying things
like "Yay for snow!"
People tell me that if we're
going to be cold, we might as
well have snow.

I hope not. I used to think that,
back in elementary and junior
high school in Pennsylvania,
where getting an inch of snow
meant that at least
one of the three
schools that affected
snow days for me
(The school I went
to, the school district
I lived in, and the
school that provided
my busing) would
cancel.
Then I moved to Minnesota
and am now going through my
ninth year of never having a
snow day, including that fateful
Monday in March of last year
when we had four feet of snow
on the ground. It was that day
when if you weren't intimately

familiar with the details of be more depressing than waking
your car's side mirror, then you up to go to work and seeing
couldn't find it.
darkness, spending most of the
So now that snow means day inside, except for those few
that instead of snow moments of freezing grayness
days, sleeping in outside between classes, and
and playing in the then finally going home at night
snow, I now have to – and seeing darkness?
get up even earlier
And now we're in those
to slog my way hellish two weeks when both
through snow and cold weather and darkness
ice, so pardon me combine with due dates and
if I'm slightly less tests.
enthused about the
Fortunately the end of those
subject.
two weeks is in sight and one
Especially because instead can only hope that the light at
of riding my bike to work at the end of this tunnel is not an
4:45 a.m., I now start walking -oncoming train.
to work at 4:30 a.m. to ensure
The death of student senate
my timely arrival. Thrilling.
president Jared Stene doesn't
Darkness is the other reason I help my mood – I didn't know
dislike this season. What could the man very well, but one thing

I respect is competence, and the
campus is now short a bit more
of it. Stene knew a lot, and did
a lot for the campus.
This happened last year, too.
Matt Gille, whose body was
found near the Garvin Heights
overlook, Oliver Todryk going
into cardiac arrest: winter
doesn't seem to be a happy
season for the Winona State
community in many ways at
this point.
It's dark and cold and gray
outside, and our mood is somber
as we remember the loss to our
campus.
It may be darkest right before
it goes pitch black, but spring
is still coming and with it, we
can only hope, happier days for
Winona State.

Seek wisdom, not complacency
Ruth DeFoster
Guest Op/Ed Columnist

The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
student body. Any questions or
comments should be directed to
the Winonan publication board,
editors or submitted as letters
to the editor.
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When I was a little girl, I read
a lot of fairy tales. My favorites
were the ones featuring magic
genies who granted wishes.
I remember thinking how
stupid the wishers were in
their choice of wishes—always
asking for money or beauty
or the love of some woman or
man. Even if there was a caveat
disallowing the wisher to wish
for more wishes, I thought I had
the perfect wish. .
I'd wish for happiness.
Perfect, contentment, no matter
what life threw at me.
I hung on to that wish for
over a decade, and subliminally
lived by it—until last year,
when two close relatives died
within a week of each other.
Suddenly, I was jolted out
of my complacency. I didn't
want to be happy, I wanted to
know—I wanted to know what

Paul Solberg, Editor-in-Chief

was true, what was good, and
what was real.
It struck me then that my
idea of the perfect wish had
changed. No longer did I want
to be an island of contentment.
I wanted wisdom. I wanted
to see the world
as it really was,
however bitter
or cruel reality
could sometimes
be. Suddenly,
understanding
reality seemed
better, and more
important, than
escaping it.
Last week, Winona suffered
dual tragedies in the deaths of
Lee Wells and Jared Stene.
I didn't know Lee, and I
didn't know Jared well, but
many people on campus did—
and by all accounts, Jared was
an intelligent, kind, principled
young man with a promising
future.

winonan@winona.edu

Jared was one of the first
people I met at Winona State,
during the student senate
elections of spring 2006. I was
a brand-new journalism student
trying to cover the elections,
and Jared offered to put me in
touch with the people I
would need to contact
to finish my story.
He was friendly to
me before I had any
friends in Winona,
and I appreciated
it. I saw him two
weeks ago; it seems
incomprehensible that
he's gone.
After my grandfather's
death, I remember being struck
by the sudden' emptiness of
the world, and the bleak task
of having to live without him.
Perhaps death has that effect on
everyone; I don't know.
I hope, however, that
through this experience—and
the innumerable losses we'll

all inevitably have to face—
that we'll learn to value what
is really important. To value
human life and seek out truth
and goodness, rather than
wasting our lives in the pursuit
of ephemeral pleasure.
The ancient Romans had
a saying that epitomized this
state of mind: "Memento mori."
Remember that you are mortal.
It's easy to get swept away by
the busyness and the pettiness
of the everyday. It's easy to
think we're invincible.
Don't fall into that trap. At
the end of your life, you will not
measure your success by how
pretty or handsome you were,
the clothes you wore, or the late
nights you spent partying.
Memento mori. Remember
that you are mortal.
Honor the memory of Jared
and Lee. Live with no regrets.

Reach Ruth DeFoster at
RMDefost2404@winona.edu

(507) 457-5119

Stene was one of 'those' people
Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist
There are a few people in this
world with the ability to uplift
anyone, anywhere, at anytime.
You know, those certain people
that radiate this...this aura that
everything ...will be ...all right.
Those people make you forget
the world's judging eyes, melt
your guard and expose your true
skin. Those people have this
charisma that swims through
life's vast sea of chaos in a calm
comfort, brandishing a smile
with yellow arm floaties, and
welcoming everyone to come
on in, the water's fine.
These people are the gifted.
They possess a trend-bucking
respect for every person they
come across...and it's genuine.
You can see it in their eyes,
their looking at you, listening

to you...not just listening, but
understanding. They can feel
you and you know what, they
care. They make
you feel good. Not
just good but really,
really, really good.
They let you know
you have value;
everyone has value,
especially if you have
forgotten yourself.
When they speak,
we hear not just their mind,
but their heart. In age where
we are marketed and spun by
newscasters, politicians, and
salesmen on a daily basis, these
words of sincerity serve as a
shining beacon, guiding us back
to safety in humanity amidst all
the fog.
Those people could pen
"How to Live" books, but would
never do so. The idea of telling

others how to live is a concept
so ugly and unimaginable that
it's viewed in the same light
as communism,
yet the reason they
do not write is
because they truly,
genuinely believe
we are all equal.
Such people
leave marks, break
down the barriers
and touch our
hearts. They rekindle our faith
in the good of humanity. They
empower us to see that we, us,
all of us can change the world.
They make it known that you
matter, we all matter. That life
is not a struggling journey but
a gift to share with everyone, to
embrace and enjoy at all times.
Those are the people whom are
never forgotten.
Jared Stene is the definition

issues. I'm sure everyone can
of "those people."
Jared is one of the most relate to the frustration that
genuine, sincere, and witty builds in a room as stubborn
individuals I have ever had heads entrench in a war of
the pleasure of knowing. argument. As the sides dug in
Emblazoned with good-natured and words started to turn into
humor, had an uncanny ability weapons, Jared would speak
to uplift everyone around him he a few words, instill laughter
brought happiness to everyone and effortlessly diffuse the
he came across. From letters to room from a battlefield to a
fighting for the freeze of tuition peaceful, meditation spa. A
to pleading acceptance into spa with Caribou Coffee, tater
Snoop Dog's posse he injected tot hot dish, and laughing
an ideal that life is fun and to collaboration. If the United
get involved with it. You can States really wanted to stop the
make a difference and still have war in Iraq, we should have
fun. Despite all the struggles sent Jared Stene over.
life presents, it's important to
Reach Carl Hunter at
enjoy yourself and appreciate
every minute of it.
CRHunter6218@winona. e d u
This attitude lead Jared to be :k41•001MfAM
involved with senate for many
years. Through this, it became
common routine for him to get
into heated debates over serious

Knowledge; not for everyone
Dana Kudelka
Guest Op/Ed Columnist
A college student should
know the president of the most
powerful nation in the world.
I take that back; everyone
should know the president of
the most powerful nation in the
world.
A couple of weeks ago my
biology professor showed
"An Inconvenient
Truth," an AcademyAward winning
documentary about
global warming
by former vice
president Al Gore.
I walked into
Science Lab Center
120 and sat next to my friend
Billy. I prepared myself for
a week's worth of 50 minute
sessions dealing with an
overload of science jargon and
surges of intellect.

That quickly came to a halt.
During the film, Gore
connects his push for tougher
environmental laws to his run
for presidential office in 2000.
Three girls behind us said
the most intelligent comments
I have heard on campus.
"Al Gore was president?"
"Yeah, I think so."
"Actually, I think he was just
for a couple of years."
"Oh yeah, you're
right. Didn't he beat
Clinton?"
Seriously?
I turned to Billy
and we both laughed.
I wanted to turn and
ask how they passed
U.S. government
but I figured that would be
inappropriate.
What fascinates me the
most is how people can lack
that much competence. How
disconnected from the world do

you have to be to not know that
Al Gore was never president?
Granted most of the people
in my class are freshmen and
sophomores, meaning they
would have been 11 or 12 years
old during the 2000 presidential
election, but that is still not an
excuse.
I remember the 2000
presidential election vividly.
Even though I was only 12
years old, I knew the election
was important. My dad highly
encouraged my sister and me
to look at the candidates and
discuss our views.
The night of the election
I was actually anxious to see
who won. The next morning
my sister and I woke up early
to see who our new president
was; as we all know it took a
bit longer than expected before
we found out.
I guess being 12 years old
I figured that everyone knew

George W. Bush and Al Gore
were the two front candidates
running for president. Not Bill
Clinton.
Claiming Gore was president
and ran against Clinton is
ridiculous. Our generation
is so consumed by iPods,
cell phones and laptops that
students can't remember who
ran for president in 2000, let
alone who won. Students are
obsessed with dichotomizing
their lives between reading text
messages and bitching about
how they hate their classes.
How do these people get
in college? When I heard this
conversation I was embarrassed
to be in the same class as them.
My advice is to watch CSPAN
for an hour.
Ask four people who the
president of Syria is. The girls
behind me in biology will
probably say Al Gore.
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Preparing for final exams: Do not panic and get sleep
Ruth DeFoster
WINONAN

It's a familiar scenario for
many college students—late
nights, stress, and a feeling
of impending doom—the unmistakable hallmarks of finals
week.
For some students, finals
week is calm and manageable.
For other students, especially
those in their first years of college, finals can be daunting and
overwhelming.
In her nine years of working with Winona State students,
Diane Palm has dealt mostly
with the latter. As a nurse practitioner and director of student
health services at Winona State
University, she has seen more
than her share of finals week
meltdowns.
"We see it building all semester, and it comes to a peak
in mid-November," she said.
"They come in for depression—crying, sad, and unable
to concentrate. There are a lot
of physical health issues."
Palm said finals week can set
off a panic in students' minds
when they feel they aren't doing as well as they thought they
would.
"They say, 'I'm going to
flunk, and it's too late to withdraw,"' Palm said. "Especially
first-year students that have a
lot of fun the first half of the semester and haven't figured out
how to combine studies with

sleep. Freshman year is particularly hard."
Elizabeth Adams, a double
major in history and journalism
at Winona State, agreed that
freshman year was challenging.
Though Adams, a junior, is
now taking 19 credits and describes her current workload as
"overwhelming," she said she's
learned to take breaks and cope
with stress better than her first
year as a student.
"I've learned that I can't
do homework literally all the
time or I'll burn myself out,"
she said. "So it's weird, even
though I have much more stress
I'm able to deal with it better
and am overall happier during
finals time, even though I'm
busier."
Adams' current approach to
finals week involves copious
amounts of preparation, sticky
notes and scheduling.
"I've already got my last
week of classes and the finals
week scheduled out hourly as
to when I'll study for this test,
or work on this project," she
said. "It's kind of sad, but it's
the only way I'll remember everything I have to do and get it
all done."
Cynthia Fuerstneau, a history professor at Winona State,
said she's seen several finals
week meltdowns—often from
students who haven't allotted
their time wisely.
The best thing to do, Fuer-

Fuerstneau said it's hard to
see students who have done '
ens
well all semester get overtaken
by stress during finals week.
"I get heartsick when I get a
poor exam from a student who
worked hard all semester and
probably has a decent grade,"
she said. "We feel badly for
students when that happens.
We
want students to succeed
z11.4.
and do well. But we know how
tired students get, too."
The most important thing to
do during finals week is to get
enough rest, Fuerstneau said.
"It's the easiest thing to say and
the hardest thing to do. Restorative sleep is critical for longterm memory storage."
Diane Palm agreed that sleep
was critical.
"Also, students need to cut
out the party time, the late
nights, the alcohol, the smoking, the things that just kind of
suck away from your body's
energy," Palm said.
Jackie Hahn/WINONAN
"Make a plan, and also plan
Winona State students prepare for finals week in the Darrell
in that study time some time to
W. Krueger Library Sunday.
get away from it all—to take a
jog, swim, work out—exercise
stneau said, is to start planning that's when we start seeing the body. After a certain point,
you don't absorb it any more.
for finals long before they be- meltdowns."
gin.
For her part, Fuerstneau There's a limit to what the body
"Usually, what I see happen prepares for finals week by can take."
is that they don't know how to carefully writing an exam that
Ruth can be reached at RMbudget or manage their time reflects what each student has
well, and they're letting things learned over the course of the Defost2404@winona.edu.
go to the last minute," Fuerst- semester.
neau said. "When the end of the
"The last essay has to reflect
semester comes, often they're a maturing intellectual procompletely overwhelmed and cess," she said.
.•

Winona Symphony Orchestra performs on campus
The Winona Symphony
Orchestra, under the direction
of Winona State University
professor Paul Vance, performs
Saturday, Dec. 8, at 7:30 p.m.
on the Performing Arts Center
main stage. Tickets are $14 for
adults and $5 for students and
seniors.
The 70-member orchestra,
comprised of both student
and community musicians,
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performs music by composers Franz Danzi, Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart and Victor
Hely-Hutchinson. The orchestra features a unique blend of
classical and twentieth-century
pieces.
The orchestra is pleased
to be performing with such
wonderful soloists as Suzanne
Draayer, Zoe Shepherd and
James Hoch.

"I think the audience will
enjoy hearing them in this
program, which combines
perennial favorites with some
lesser-known music," said
Vance.
Vance has conducted the
Winona Symphony Orchestra
for 11 years. The orchestra,
founded in 1907, is celebrating its 100th anniversary this
season.

For further information
call the Winona State University Music Department at
507-457-5250. Information
for this and other upcoming
university music performances
can found at www.winona.edu/
music.
The Winona State University Performing Arts Center
is located at 175 Mark St. in
Winona, Minn., on the Winona

State University main campus.
Patrons may visit our Arts &
Lectures portal at
www.winona.edu/arts for
maps, parking and venue
information.

he Ruckus
A musical melting pot from students more qualified than you

A Christmastime favorite in more ways than one
Jack Chandler
WINONAN

Everyone knows the classic Nat "King" Cole version of
"The Christmas Song." We've
even heard those solid renditions by Mel Torme and Bing
Crosby (yea, yea, my grandpa
still swears by the lounge acts
every holiday season too). But
do you know some of the other
artists who have recorded this
Christmastime classic?

The Classics:
Nat "King" Cole, Mel Torme,
Frank Sinatra

Trio, Ella Fitzgerald

- If you were a girl in middle
school you had the 98 Degrees
holiday album, "This Christmas." If you didn't, Kari would
tell Christi, and if Becky heard
from Christi that you didn't
have it she might have hated
you forever.
-Aguilera shows off some pretty
stacked vocals on the recording
from her 2000 holiday album.
-The Wynonna Judd version is
probably your mom's favorite
—at least your aunt's. While
listening I felt like I was sedated heavily, but I wouldn't necessarily say that's so bad.
-Guaraldi's "A Charlie Brown
Christmas" album is a jazz-piano classic.

-Mel penned it, but Nat made
it his own. The man who notoriously chain-smoked before
recording sessions to keep his
voice low, Cole's version is
the one we've heard the most.
From holiday movies to televison commercials, nobody ever
goes a Christmas without hearing his classic rendition.
-The Blue Eyes version boasts
a strong backing choir to go
along with that classic Sinatra
cool.

The Good Alternatives:
Wynonna Judd, Christina
Aguilera, Vince Guaraldi

of the vocal percussionist who
didn't sing led- to low album
sales though, destroying the
groups dream of making it big.

-The Michael Bolton version
is great. How about a rule that
if nobody likes your original
songs you can't ruin songs we
do like. Coincidentally this
song gave your PC a virus if
downloaded on Kazaa.

The $3.79 Wal-Mart Bargain
Bin Alternatives:
Aaron Neville, Kenny G, Heidi Klum, Chicago

The Bad Alternatives:
Hootie and The Blowfish,
Rockapella, 98 Degrees, Michael Bolton

-Bongos and soul horns have no
place in The Christmas Song,
absolutely none. I know better
and you know better. So why
doesn't Chicago?
-Heidi Klum caught Seal leaving the toilet seat up one morning and forced him into letting
her record this song, and later a
duet. Out of caution Seal now
pees sitting down.

• •• • • • • • • •• •
I'd like to take the rest of
my space this week to remind
everyone to have a safe and
wonderful winter break. Please
keep loved ones in your hearts
and minds.
Thank you so much for your
time with us all, Jared. You will
be greatly missed.

All responses for The
Ruckus should be directed
to JCChandl3168@winona.
edu.

flIS

After feeling that "Where in
the World is Carmen Sandiego?" was limiting their artistic
growth, Rockapella decided to
go out on their own and record
this holiday classic. Public fear

in Kenny G's smooth-jazz rendition. I once heard his soprano
sax skills brought tears to a village of Russian orphans. Well,
that's not true. I think it's more
like his saxophone skills bring
tears to fans of original and improvised music.

-When you hear this Aaron
Neville gem you immediately
think of Horatio Sans' SaturSpring Break '2008 Sell
day Night Live portrayal of Trips, Earn Cash, Go Free!
the cocoa-butter-loving R&B
star. Someone should tell this Best Prices Guaranteed to Jaguy that it's not 1923 anymore; maica, Mexico, Bahamas, S.
Aaron, they have reverb chan- Padre and Florida . Call for
nels in sound studios now.
group discounts. 1-800-648-There is way too much smooth

The Fire Five
Brrr, it's getting cold out.
Here are five of our favorite
albums to spin during these
lousy winter months.

Kind of Blue
Miles Davis

A city boy's best friend,
Davis' Kind of Blue is all you
need to take a 45-minute
metropolis vacation. The
melodic record brings out the
sounds of a busy city, and
listeners take it all in from a
cozy downtown nightclub.

Continuum
John Mayer

The multi-Grammy winning
album brings recollections
of winter romance. Mayer's
blues-soaked guitar work
isn't flashy or over-the-top,
just warm enough to assist
this compilation of great
songwriting.

Liquid Swords
GZA

Bare, minimal, cold, and
desolate. The 1995 release
from Wu-Tang's most introspective lyricist, Swords is
everything you think of when
describing a hard Minnesota
winter. Truly one of the great
east-coast masterpieces of
all time.

A Ghost Is Born
Wilco

Even the cover art off this
great record reminds us of
winter. Jeff Tweedy and
company channel some of
their best eclectic rock as
Ghost delivers with an assortment of chilly journeyman
tunes.

Lifestylez Ov Da Poor &
Dangerous
Big L

This debut album by the
legendary NYC rapper is
as cold as it gets. Tales of
street hustling, block patrol,
and grimy gangster work put
listeners in a sordid state
of mind. We know many
who've stomped through
post-blizzard sidewalks with
Big L bangin' the brain.

4849 www.ststravel.com
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Roberts: American Gangster gets a weak thumbs up
American Gangster
CAST
Denzei Washington
u sell Crovst

Jonathan Roberts
WINONAN

"American Gangster" is
quasi-documentary recording
the rise and fall of the greatest
homegrown American mafia
empire of the 20th century. It
follows the life of Frank Lucas,
a driver for an already established and respected mob boss
in the Harlem underground, who
takes over when his patron falls
victim to a heart attack. Taking
his boss's last minute advice to
heart, he takes control, cradle to

the grave, of the entire process
of running a successful heroin
production business. Detective
Richie Roberts, the only honest
cop in New York, is shunned by
his peers for not taking bribes
and turning in loot, and as a result is appointed as the head of
a new federal drug enforcement
unit to clean up the rampant
drug trafficking and junkies in
the New York area.
Lucas builds his empire
from scratch, taking care to cut
out the middleman, getting his
poppy directly from Vietnam,
through his cousin in the military, or going there directly. By
getting the product directly he
can run a flawless production
operation out of the projects
and provides the purest, cheapest heroin on the streets and
runs his competitors right out
of business. He collects on outstanding debts to his old boss,
runs a successful nightclub,
and removes competition the
old fashioned way.
Roberts, after turning in a
trunk full of money is branded
a traitor by the rest of the corrupt police force. After struggling to save his marriage and
his job, he loses his family, but
gets promoted by the feds. He
is able to hand-pick his own

crew charged to investigate and
take down the .largest drug-ring
the city
has ever
seen.
His motley crew
of honest cops
keep
meeting
roadblocks
from
their own
team including
crooked
New
York
cops and
the U.S.
military,
but by
the end
of the
movie
Roberts's old friends are the
enemy and Lucas becomes a
good friend.
The twisting storylines of
Lucas and Roberts weave in
and out of each other, not just
in the development of the story
and the build up of the case that
leads to Lucas's arrest, but also
in the common characteristics

that both men embody— particularly honesty and integrity. Other
themes
are contrasted to
each other,
especially
their consequences,
like how
each oftheir
families are
affected by
the story.
As Lucas builds
his empire,
he brings
up his entire family
from a poor
town in the
south, employs his
brothers
andcousins,
and buys an enormous house
for his entire family to live in.
Roberts on the other hand is
blacklisted by his friends, betrayed by his partner, and left
by his wife who wrestles custody of their child away from
him. The best character contrast scene is when Lucas has
his entire family around a huge

and beautifully decorated table,
with a Thanksgiving feast before them at their million-dollar
country home, and Roberts is in
his tiny Jersey apartment making a tuna, pickle, and potato
chip sandwich.
Clocking in at two and a half
hours, "American Gangster"
keeps a very good pace on par
with "The Departed." The investigation of Lucas's empire
builds very steadily as the Television news reports parallel it
with escalation in Vietnam, up
to the end of the war and the
crumbling of Lucas's kingdom.
The good pace, excellent
casting and acting, and a well
built story are definitely the
strengths of this movie. Hard
to peg down but I did feel there
was just a little bit something
missing, maybe it was a few
more shoot outs or maybe a police car chase.
I give it a thumbs up but
without too much enthusiasm.
Worth a rent for sure, maybe
make a night of it and get "Good
Fellas," "The Departed," and
"Casino" as well.
Good luck on finals everyone!
Jonathan can be reached at
JPRobert 1 732@winon.a. edu.

Meow. I can't believe it is already
December, and next week will be the finals.

So why is Pete still here? Isn't he supposed
to be studying in the Library?

Meow. exactlyl Because everybody is
studying in the library. there is no room
for him.

lumens!! Don't waste time on reading this catpoops, go back to your notes!

By Samod Mokona Ng
4,1

This week's Bon and Appetit is dedicated to Jared Stene, May he rest in peace.
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Flood relief projects recognized through poster displays
Molly Beyer
WINONAN
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This past August, Winona
and surrounding areas were
devastated by massive flooding
leaving many places in need of
great help.
Throughout the semester,
many students at Winona State
University stepped up to the
task of helping out the members
of their community by doing
various clean up projects and
aiding flood victims in various
tasks to help recover from their
damages.
To inform those on campus
of the remarkable participation
for the flood relief effort, the
student senate hosted a poster
session this past Thursday and
Friday.
Everyone who participated
Fred Schulze/WINONAN
in the flood relief made a pre- Winona State students Anne Lang, left, and Becky Hailing look at the,"WSU Students Getsentation of their efforts to tin' Down and Dirty" presentation last Friday. Hailing said she thinks it is awesome the WSU
show exactly what went on community came together and helped out the flood victims.
during the last few months.
Many different groups pre- club. They did a lot of volun- immediate coverage by WCCO research on EAS, the Emersented at the event, which was teering in October, says the who were also the first on site gency Alert System, which is
how channels and news staheld in the Art Tye Lounge in club's president, Brian Rice. He to broadcast the story live.
As well as the reporting tions know about incoming bad
Kryzsko on November 28th explained how the club helped
flood vistims by cleaning out aspect, the group did some weather and national disasters.
and 29th.
FORGE (Fighting for our gardens and garages. He said it
Rights and Gender Equality), a was nice for the victims to have
feminist activist group on cam- people to talk to and sort of put
pus, and Nursing Students for aside the problems they were
Choice joined together to raise facing, even if it was only for a
short time.
money for the cause.
In addition to student groups
Their goal was to raise
money for the flood relief fund helping the cause, several classthrough their annual "Rock for es at the university did projects
Choice" concert 2007. They as well.
These include the Role
raised $2,000 for the Rushford
Development
class, who reSEMCAC, a community action
searched
the
mental
health imagency who assists in bill paypact,
a
social
work
class,
and
ing services, food shelf, elderly
the
geoscience's
natural
disashousing.
Courtney Ault and Erika ters course.
One section of the natuStaub, two students actively
involved with the fundraiser, ral disasters class covered the
explained that the Rushford warning and reporting section
SEMCAC building was de- of the flood. They researched
stroyed in the flooding, causing a comparison of how the flood
many of their services to be re- was mentioned in the news nalocated, but because of the help tionally, regionally, and locally,
of the volunteers and the money says student Rachel Bennek.
Bennek also explained how
raised by these two groups the
center has hopes of re-opening nationally, it was being referred
to as the "Midwest Flood" and
this February.
Another student group who covered many different areas
was actively involved in the which were effected.
The regional coverage was
flood relief was the Wenonah
Players, Winona State's theatre somewhat more personal with

Banks had loan increases
while stores like Menards and
Volkmann Appliance were
among those who had the sales
and customer increase.
Many businesses donated to
the cause as well, such as Target Corporation who donated
$2,200 and the local Target
store here in Winona who gave
$25,000.
All in all, a little effort by
many different groups made a
huge difference in the end.
This was and still is a community effort, and even though
there is still a lot to do to clear
up the damage that happened
this summer, Winona State
University can feel proud that
they were a part of doing something great.
Molly can be reached at
11/1Beyer06@winona.edu.
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Student senate
announces food
drive dates
On December 8th there will
The Winona State University
Student senate and the Resi- be a live Winona radio broaddence Hall Association extend- cast on Soft Rock 101.1 from
ed an invite to all members of 12 p.m.- 2 p.m. at the Winona k
the Winona community to par- volunteer services location at Fi
ticipate in the second Annual 416 E 2nd Street in Winona,
Winona_County Food Drive. Minnesota.
At this live broadcast, prizes Li
On December 1, volunteers
from Winona State dropped off will be given away to those that
grocery bags at the front door of have donated items to the food
Winona community members shelf
The Winona State student
asked that they be filled with
non-perishable food items and senate, the Residence Hall
that the filled bags be placed Association and the Winona
back onto the doorstep by 11 County Food Shelf greatly apa.m. on December for pick up. preciate all the volunteers, stuIf a house did not receive a dent organizations and most of
bag and they would still like to all the donations that will help
donate, any donations can be members of the Winona corndropped off at the student sen- munity this winter.
ate office located on the Winona
State campus in Kryzsko Commons.

Great Taste

And
That's
IF No Bull:

When it has to be a late night, it has to be

WINONAN
Job Opportunities
Apply to the Winonan for an spring
semester internship that will lead
to a fulltime paid position for the
2008-2009 school year
We are now accepting applications for:
Editor-in-chief intern
Sports editor intern
Also hiring news, features, and sports
reporters!
Stop in the Winonan office in the Lower
Hyphen to pick up an application!
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750 Mankato Ave.
Store Phone:
(507) 452-4076
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Boosts energy
Helps you focus
Increases metabolism
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Lemon-Lime and
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For more than 30 years, Birthrig has
help thousands of students worried about
pregnancy. Our friendly volunteers offer
free and anonymous pregnancy tests,
answers to questions, referrals to
community services and, most
important, a friend to listen.
AB of our help is free and confidential.
Call anytime: 452-2421
930 W. Fifth St.
24-hour Hotline: 14100-50-4900
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The Winonan's Weekly Student Photo Spotlight

This week's Photo Pix selection is
by fifth year Photojournalism and
Recreation/Tourism major, Kaylyn
Messer.
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Youthful track and field team preps for opener
Justin Magill
WINONAN
Thirteen weeks of sprints,
hurdles, long runs, jumps and
hammer throws is exactly what
the Winona State University
track and field team has been
doing, and all of that has just
been practice.
Needless to say, WSU's track
and field team is itching to get
the season underway.
WSU coach Mason Rebarchek is in his fourth year as
the head coach for the squad
and said his team is more than
ready for their first meet of the
season Saturday in Mankato.
"We have lifted all summer
and fall along with practice,
and they are just chomping at
the bit to get the uniform back
on, throw the spikes on and let
it rip," Rebarchek said.
WSU will travel to Mankato
with a young squad that includes 24 freshmen, with most
experiencing an indoor meet
for the first time.

Rebarchek said. "They want to La Crosse is in his fourth year
hear everything you have to say at WSU and coaches specifically with the throwers.
to become better."
Turgeon has coached sevSome of the spots that Rebarchek and his staff had to fill en of the top 10 hammer and
this season was in distance and weight throwers in WSU history.
throwing events.
In his college days at La
"We graduated almost all of
our throwers last season," Re- Crosse, Turgeon was a fourbarchek said. "It was important time Wisconsin Intercollegiate
Athletic Conferfor us to fill those
ence champion
roles, and we did that
and is still the
by getting a couple
school's recordof state championholder in discus.
ship throwers."
"Mike is a very
One of those state
detail-orientedguy
champions is Miwho knows the
chelle Potter, who
throws real well,"
won the discus event
said Rebarchek. "I
for Winona Senior
De vine
will tell anybody
High School last
spring and will be a key throw- that he is one of the best throwing coaches in the country."
er for WSU this year.
"She is one that we see a riRebarchek said that Turdiculous amount of potential geon's group will once again
have the opportunity to shine,
in," Rebarchek said.
Rebarchek said that one of as the throwers are one of the
his key recruiting tools is assis- strengths of this year's team.
tant coach Mike Turgeon.
"The throwers should be
very
good again this year," ReTurgeon, a graduate of UWbarchek said. "There is a lot of
1,13gLmi',45flatifffel0;k;02::
potential there and our top four
throwers should be incredible."
Along with the throwers,
Rebarchek said he expects the
sprinters to have a successful

The environment at an indoor meet is a little different
from outdoor meets, and Rebarchek said that makes it more
exciting for his newcomers.
"It's their first college meet,
period, so they are already unsure of what to expect," Rebarchek said. "It's loud and
there's a lot going on and sometimes they don't know what's
going on."
Rebarchek said that Saturday's meet will help him and
his coaching staff see how the
Warriors have progressed.
"For us as coaches, it's an
opportunity to see where we're
at training-wise," Rebarchek
said. "As for the athletes, it's
fun for them, but also they can
see how they have done this
fall, especially the freshmen."
A roster with as many freshmen as WSU's can be a challenge, but Rebarchek said that
it is one of the fun things he
gets to do as head coach.
"When a freshman comes in,
their minds are like sponges,"

Tonight!

Have You
Been Naughty...
Or REALLY
Naughty?
.

'"3--)676 Wednesday!

FREE WINGS FOR EVERYONE!
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season.
"We have a lot of returning
depth in that area with a lot
of juniors and seniors coming
back," Rebarchek said.
The sprinters will be led by
Jessica Devine, who fell just
one spot out of making it to nationals last year.
"As long as she stays healthy,
we expect big things out of her
this year," Rebarchek said.
Devine scores a lot of points
for WSU, as she excels in so
many different areas.
Along with sprints, Devine
competes in hurdles, where she
was all-conference for the outdoor season.
"It is common to see her
every weekend winning some
event or sometimes a couple
events," said Rebarchek.
We will see how all of the
13 weeks of training will do
for the Warriors, as they get to
measure up against other members of the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference at the
MSU-Mankato Open.
"We as coaches get to see
how other teams did during fall
training," Rebarchek said. "It's
also a good time for us to see
how we are compared to the
rest of the conference."

WSU's Diehm, Sutton
named All-Americans
WINONAN staff
The awards keep coming for
two standouts on the Winona
State University women's soccer team.
Holly Sutton and Amanda
Diehm were both named NCAA
Division II All-Americans by
Daktronics.
Diehm, a junior goalkeeper,
was named to the second team
after ending the season ranked
No. 1 in the nation in save

percentage (.944) and goalsagainst average (0.209). Sutton,
a senior forward, was named to
the third team.
Diehm, who was also a firstteam all-North Central Region
selection, was only a secondteam all-Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference selection.
Sutton, who was named the
MVP in both the NSIC and the
North Central Region, led the
Warriors with 13 goals, 12 assists, five game-winning goals
and 38 points.

Warriors drop first two in conference play
Adam Stanek
WINONAN

the two games but just couldn't

quite muster a win.
In the Mary game, Winona
The Winona State Univer- State gave the Marauders all
sity basketball program is used they could handle, as both
to big winning streaks, but it's teams went into the half with
usually the men's team putting the scored tied 38-38.
The first half provided hot
them together.
However, going into last shooting from both sides, as
weekend's games, Winona Winona State shot 60 percent
State's women's basketball and Mary shot 62 percent from
team put together a six-game the field.
"Our interior defense wasn't
winning streak.
That streak in itself was as good as it needed to be," said
the longest the team has had Ballard. "Everything comes
in the last three years, dating down to matchups, style of
back to the 2005-2006 season play — every team will attempt
when Winona State won three to take something away from
you."
straight.
In the second half, that someThe
Warriors'
thing was 3-point
strong run came to
shooting.
an end against two
The second half
of the toughest conproved to be more
ference foes in the
of a defensive
Northern Sun Interstruggle, and both
collegiate Conferteams
stayed fairence: Mary (N.D.)
ly even in almost
and Northern State.
every statistical
WSU coach Scott
category, includBallard said that
Maj e rowicz
ing shooting, free
even though the sixgame winning streak was good, throws, rebounding and turnconference games are a whole overs.
The difference in this game
new season.
"With conference season be- was that Mary made two 3ginning, it's a whole new sea- point field goals compared to
son," said Ballard. "What you zero 3-pointers for Winona
did prior to that isn't as impor- State in the second half.
Jamie Majerowicz led three
tant as what you did during the
Warriors scoring in double-figconference season."
Winona State lost to Mary ures with 15 points on 6-of-11
on Friday 74-68 and to North- shooting and 3-of-4 shooting
from the free-throw stripe.
ern State on Saturday 58-53.
Also scoring in double-figThe Warriors competed in
ures was Molly
and
Anderson
Gigler,
Natalie
who each had 10
points.
!ice, sir
The Warriors
next traveled to
Aberdeen (S.D.)
to take on Northern State.
In the first
half,
it was more
4445 Hwy 61 W
or less déjà vu for
joodview 501-452-1106 the Warriors, as

they found themselves locked up at
halftime in a 25-25
tie.
unHowever,
like the last game
against the Marauders, the Warriors
found themselves
in a defensive dogfight.
In the second
half, the Warriors
outplayed Northern
State in the shooting category but not
in free throw shooting.
Northern State
shot 16 of 20 from
the free-throw
stripe in the second
half, and that gave it
the edge late in the
game against Winona State.
"Two teams we
were trying to play
this weekend were
trying to take away
the 3-point shot and
from the free throw
line," said Ballard.
Andrew Lin k/WINONAN
"We turned the ball WSU's Nikki Fleck drives past a UW-River Falls defender during the
over and took some Warriors' 80-45 nonconference win Nov. 17 over the Falcons at Mcill-advised shots."
Cown Gymnasium. The Warriors lost their first two games in NSIC play
On the game, over the weekend.
Winona State shot
be more disciplined," said Bal- next test will come tonight
4 of 13 from 3-point
range and 9 of 13 on free throw lard. "Every game was a two- at McCown Gymnasium in a
nonconference showdown with
shots compared to Northern or three-possession game."
Winona State falls to 6-3 on Mount Mercy College of Cedar
State's 7 of 18 on threes and 17
the season and 0-2 in Northern Rapids, Iowa.
of 22 on free throws.
Winona State will then host
Anna Wurtz played a solid Sun Intercollegiate Conference
a conference game on Saturday
all-round game, scoring 10 play.
Despite the Warriors' rough against Upper Iowa University.
points, grabbing five rebounds
"It's the last week of class,
start to conference play, Ballard
and nabbing three steals.
said that he'd rather play these and we have a very strong acaMajerowicz also
two road games demic team," said Ballard. "I'd
finished in doubleearly rather than rather be home this week befigures, tallying 10
cause of finals week."
late.
points on 3-of-5
Perhaps the games this week
"I'd rather play
shooting. The junior
it November 30 can be considered a study break
center also grabbed
than January 30, for the players and the fans.
four rebounds.
but now we need to
"We learned a lot
Reach Adam at AJSdig ourselves out of
about ourselves this
tanek7497@winona.edu
a hole."
weekend about posThe Warriors'
sessions; we need to
urtz
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Flowers has career night; Warriors win two
Matt Huss
WINONAN

Wolves squad that was in reloading mode. This season, the
Wolves were picked to finish
second in the conference, and
many believed them to be the
team that could give WSU the
most trouble. But, in one of the
most raucous and intimidating
atmospheres in college basketball, the Warriors dismantled
the home team, forcing 20 turnovers and leading by as many
as 32 points.
The Warriors trailed for just
24 seconds, with their only
deficit being a 2-0 hole to begin
the game. After scoring on two
baskets in the paint to even the
score at four, WSU senior center John Smith hit a 3-pointer,
giving the Warriors a lead they
would never relinquish and

points on 13-for-15 shooting,
including a 5-for-6 mark from
3-point range. The three-time
Jonte Flowers called it a
defending NSIC defensive
statement game.
player of the year also had eight
After a shocking upset loss
steals.
to Division III Saint Thomas
"It just happened," Flowers
Nov. 24, Flowers led an angry
said. "I was just going with the
Winona State University men's
flow of the game. I played a
basketball team into the opengood game, but I have to credit
ing weekend of Northern Sun
my team for it, though, because
Intercollegiate Conference
they played really good defense
play.
and pressured the ballhandlers,
The results were intimidatwhich caused them to throw
ing.
some shaky passes, and I was
WSU spanked Mary (N.D.)
able to get to them."
93-71 and, in a performance
Flowers' 34 points trumped
that likely sent a clear message
his previous career-high of 32,
to the rest of the NSIC, the sevwhich came in an epic battle
enth-ranked Warriors stomped
with Central Missouri State
Northern State 87-60 in front of
guard Zach Wright in last year's
4,672 fans at Wachs Arena.
Final Four. In that game, Flowers was 13-for-17 shooting over
45 minutes in a contest that the
"It was kind of funny, because some of
Warriors won in overtime to
advance to the title game.
the guys were saying, Wow, the fans
Flowers' career-best perforare starting to leave with eight minutes
mance against NSU on Saturday followed a night in which
left in the game.' That's what you want
he went 8-for-12 from the field
and 3-for-3 from 3-point range
to do in a road game; you want to quiet
in scoring 19 points against
those fans and just send them home."
Mary. He also added seven
boards and four steals.
"He's a good shooter, and I
Jonte Flowers, WSU guard, on the Wardon't
think people realize that
riors' dominating victory on the road over
sometimes," WSU coach Mike
Northern State.
Leaf said. "He's very unselfish,
and he likes to distribute to his
"I really feel we made a state- starting a 25-8 WSU run.
teammates, but he had the hot
ment this weekend because we
The Wolves never recov- hand, so we got him the ball.
lost last weekend at home, and ered. Sensing an inevitable de"It was nothing I haven't
the guys wanted to make sure it feat, the normally die-hard fans seen before."
didn't happen again and Coach of Wach's raucous student secIn nine games this season,
(Mike Leaf) got us really pre- tion began quietly piling out of the third-team All-American
pared so it wouldn't happen the gym.
is shooting 65.8 percent from
again," Flowers said. "We have
"It was kind of funny, be- the field (48-for-73) and 58.3
to come play our best game ev- cause some of the guys were percent from 3-point range (11ery game, because you never saying, 'Wow, the fans are for-24).
know what can happen. And I starting to leave with eight minOver the weekend, Flowers
think we made a statement."
utes left in the game," Flowers shot 77 percent from the field
Last season, in a game said. "That's what you want to (21-for-27) and 88 percent from
televised on Fox Sports Net do in a road game; you want to 3-point range (8-for-9) in reNorth, the Warriors struggled quiet those fans and just send cording 53 points, 13 rebounds
at Wachs, which is one of the them home."
and 12 assists.
toughest places to play in the
Flowers made a big state'As a team, the Warriors were
region, and battled for a 76-66 ment of his own.
just as hot.
The senior guard scored 34
victory over a relatively young
After missing their first six
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Andrew Link/WINONAN
WSU's Jonte Flowers is fouled by a St. Mary's defender during the Warriors' win over the Cardinals Nov. 23 at McCown
Gymnasium. Flowers scored 19 and 34 points in leading the
Warriors to two NSIC wins over the weekend.

shots against Mary on Friday
night, the Warriors shot 71.4
percent (20-for-28) over the rest
of the first half and took a 49-28
halftime lead. For the game, the
Warriors, who trailed for just
1:21, shot 58.8 percent from
the field and 52.9 percent from
3-point range. Smith scored a
game-high 24 points on 10-for17 shooting, and sophomore
guard David Johnson scored 17
on 6-for-8 shooting, including
a 4-for-5 mark from behind the
3-point line.

On Saturday, the Warriors
shot 63.3 percent from the field
and 50 percent from 3-point
range. Following Flowers was
Smith, who scored 16 points
and grabbed a team-high eight
rebounds.
While the ever-modest Leaf
rejected the idea of his team
making a statement with its
dominating play over the weekend, it's hard to believe that
other NSIC coaches will feel
the same way.

The Perspective: Warriors snubbed by NSIC
Chandler MacLean
WINONAN

swept the newcomer and coach
it seemed the decisive victory
A Winona State team that finished with awards. Offensive newcomer
was all the statement Winona
of the year Frederic Bruno did
State needed concerning the
a perfect conference record and outmost
of his damage on special
In the spirit of my frantic at- NSIC yearly award selections.
scored
conference
opponents
372-159
teams. That's considered ofSo it seemed.
tempt to salvage this semester
fense now? Defensive newThere are five NSIC end-of
by Judgment Day — (t-minus
was completely shut out of the end-ofcomer of the year Darius Davis
the-season awards:
one week and one
the-season
individual
award
selections.
was
a defensive lineman on the
offensive player of
day! Holy Snakes
conference's third-worst rush
the year, defensive
on a Plane!) — I
And it only gets worse when you condefense. Wayne State coach
player of the year,
offer this colsider
a
few
of
the
actual
recipients.
Dan
McLaughlin turned a fiveoffensivenewcomer
umn. By my math
win
team
into a six-win team.
of the year, defenit comes roughly
sive newcomer of MSU-M went 4-7 on the year just five of the Beavers' nine Winona State coach Tom Sawthree weeks late.
the year and coach and 3-6 in the NSIC. Winona NSIC games, missing four yer won his 100th game midBut as I've always
of the year. None of State, meanwhile, had worthy games with a leg injury. His way through the season.
said of class and asSnubs aside, Winona State
these awards went candidates from all phases of season totals: 14 tackles, four
signments, and do
Peters
its offense, which led the con- sacks and five tackles for loss. was probably pleased enough
to Winona State.
keep in mind I'm a
with its NCAA Division II tourTo recap, a Winona State ference in points and yards. Period.
struggling super senior with a
nament
bid. The Warriors were
Stafford's
14
total
tackQuarterback
Drew
Aber
corndouble-major in broke, it's bet- team that finished with a perthe
only
NSIC team to hold
ter late than never. So without fect conference record and out- manded the league's most ef- les would've tied for 19th on
scored conference opponents ficient attack. Receiver Scott WSU, just ahead of Warriors that distinction. All the same,
further ado...
On Nov. 12 the Northern 372-159 was completely shut Peters torched every defense he wide receiver Scott Sherman, I'm throwing a late flag on the
Sun Intercollegiate Confer- out of the end-of-the-season in- faced and led the conference in who had 12. Stafford's four NSIC end-of-the-year awards
ence announced its all-confer- dividual award selections. And receiving yards (1,299) and re- sacks would've ranked second and nominating them for an alence football team and yearly it only gets worse when you ceiving touchdowns (13). Run- behind Ryan Rothwell, who led ternate offensive award.
awards. This was two days after consider a few of the actual re- ning back Alex Wiese led the the Warriors with
Mr;
conference in rushing (1,443), 5.5. Of course
Winona State clinched the con- cipients.
touchdowns (21) Rothwell also
Offensive player of the year:
ference title outright by manand all-purpose had 54 tackles,
handling second-place Wayne Dustin Long, quarand here's a novel
yards
(1,796).
terback,
Minnesota
State (Neb.) 59-34 at the NSIC
Defensive play- concept, actually
State-Moorhead.
Metrodome Classic.
er of the year: Zach played the entire
The win capped off a con- Long at least has
Stafford, defensive season. Not much
ference sweep by the Warriors, the stats to back
tackle,
Bemidji else you can say
who ran the table in the NSIC his selection: 3,223
State. This selec- about this one.
and won 10 games on the sea- passing yards and
tion was by far the Completely and
son to boot. The next closest 34 touchdowns to
most outrageous. utterly ridiculous.
NSIC team had two conference 13 interceptions.
lil
Wayne State
Stafford played in
A ber
losses and seven total wins. So Unfortunately,

Too Much Information: Four quick questions for five WSU athletes
Player, team:

On the bus on long road
trips I like to...

What's the worst holiday gift you've
ever received?

What's the best holiday gift you've
ever received?

What do you want for
the holidays?

Jonte Flowers,
basketball

"Sleep, sleep, sleep and sleep
some more."

"I don't know. All gifts are good because
someone else bought it!"

"I' ll find out this Christmas !"

"Shoes and a couple of days at
home with the family."

Jessica Devine,
track & field

"Listen to music or watch
whatever movie is playing."

"A CD case."

"A trip to Florida."

"My mom keeps asking me
that..."

Jenny Steffen,
basketball

"Knit."

"Constructionpaper."

"A puggle puppy."

"Golf clubs and luggage."

"Watch movies and listen to

"I don't remember ever receiving a bad gift."

"Money for my trip to London and Ireland."

"Quality time with the family."

"Used clothes from my grandma."

"My favorite gift is family and love."

"A tropical fish tank."

Melissa Vodvarka,
gymnastics
Lisa Meyer,
track & field

music."
"Meditate."
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